STAGE 2
Matters 10 & 11 - Strategic and Other Allocations and
Settlement Boundaries, Ashbourne
(Main Evidence
/ EX/07 / EX/08)

Base

:

SD03

/

CD25

–

SHELAA

Issue
1.

The Ashbourne Development Strategy
Are the allocations in Ashbourne consistent with the development strategy (Policy S9)?

Response
1.

The development strategy outlined in Policy S9 is to protect and enhance the unique
character of Ashbourne whilst seeking to meet its future development needs, provide for
the housing needs of the community by planning for sustainable housing and mixed use
developments, encourage the growth of local employment opportunities and supporting
enhancements to key community services and infrastructure.
Ashbourne is defined as a first tier settlement in the Settlement Hierarchy (Policy S3). As
such, it is expected to be the primary focus for growth and development to safeguard and
enhance its strategic role as an employment and service centre, providing significant levels
of jobs and homes, together with supporting community facilities and infrastructure to meet
its economic potential in the most sustainable way.
As at 1st April 2017, there are total commitments for 6646 dwellings in the Derbyshire Dales
(Document M4/1) as summarised below:Source of housing supply
Completions at 1st April 2017 (including 81 dwellings in the Peak District
National Park)
Commitments as at 1st April 2017
Resolution to Grant Planning Permission
Local Plan Allocations
Peak District National Park Contribution
Windfall Allowance
Total

Total
664
2675
262
2485
320
240
6646

Excluding developments in the Peak District National Park (81 completed plus 320
predicted) and a Derbyshire Dales windfall allowance (240), the Local Plan estimates that
6005 dwellings will be accommodated throughout the Derbyshire Dales outside the
National Park in the period 2013-2033. Of these, Ashbourne is anticipated to contribute
1,886 dwellings or approximately 31% of all housing provision outside the National Park. A
further 300 dwelllings will be implemented beyond 2033 at Ashbourne Airfield (Phase 2).
Policy EC2 allocates approximately 14ha of employment land in Ashbourne whilst Policy
EC4 seeks to safeguard key employment sites at Ashbourne Airfield Industrial Estate, and
Henmore Trading Estate.
This level of housing and employment provision is considered to be consistent with the
development strategy outlined in Policy S9 and reflects Ashbourne’s position in the
settlement hierarchy.

Issue
2.

Land at Ashbourne Airfield
Are the sites deliverable in the timescales envisaged by the SHELAA having regard to
constraints, infrastructure and viability?
Are the criteria within Policies DS1 and DS8, including the requirement for phasing of
employment and residential development and community facilities, justified?

Response
2.

Outline planning permission has already been granted for Ashbourne Airfield (Phase 1)
(Policy DS1) which comprises 367 dwellings, link road, community facilities and 8 Hectares
of employment land (application code 14/00074/OUT). Full planning permission has also
been granted for the construction of a new access road via a signalised junction off the A52
to serve Phase 1 of the Airfield and to provide a connecting link to Blenheim Road
(application code 16/00168/FUL).
The District Council has for the last 2 years, been working closely with the landowners and
Derbyshire County Council to deliver the link road project. The project has received a
Growth Deal allocation of £1m from the D2N2 Local Enterprise Partnership. Release of the
funding is governed by a two stage process – Stage 1: Business case, preliminary design
and costs, Stage 2: Final business case, detailed costing and design, construction contract.
Stage 1 funding approval has already been received from D2N2 (9th June 2016).
Preparation of a detailed design, cost estimate and tender pack for the proposed new link
road and access (funded by the private sector, Derbyshire Dales District Council and
Derbyshire County Council) is currently underway and is due to be completed in Summer
2017. Following the completion of design work, the next stage will include formalisation of
land transfers and funding agreement prior to the Stage 2 Local Enterprise Partnership
submission and subsequently letting a construction contract. The intention is to complete
stage 2 to enable funding to be released and a start on site in 2017/18.
In terms of deliverability, one of the advantages for Phase 2 (Policy DS8) is that substantial
technical work has already been undertaken in the promotion of the Airfield and in
connection with the planning application for Phase 1. Both the District Council and the site
owners are confident on the basis of the detailed technical work undertaken to date that
there are no technical constraints that would prevent the development of Phase 2 coming
forward in the plan period.
The viability and deliverability of both Phase 1 and Phase 2 has been assessed in detail as
part of Cushman & Wakefield’s - Local Plan Viability Study (CD19 – Appendix 6) which
concluded that the sites are viable and deliverable taking into account all abnormal and
associated costs.
The criteria outlined in Policies DS1 and DS8 are considered to be justified as they require
the submission of information that would be normally expected to accompany applications
for comprehensive developments of this scale. They are also intended to ensure that the
developments meet the strategic objectives of the Local Plan whilst also having regard to
acknowledged site constraints and development opportunities.
The development of employment floorspace provides significant challenges within rural
areas such as the Derbyshire Dales. It is therefore important that the strategic site
allocations meet both housing and employment requirements in full in order to ensure the
creation of sustainable and balanced communities.

The provision of employment floorspace concurrently with residential development is
justified by the conclusions of the Derbyshire Dales Business Survey (October 2016)
(EX/11). The survey provides evidence of a level of demand for new office and industrial
floor space with 43% of all businesses indicating that they could be in the market for new
premises within the next five years. The survey also indicated that:
• A third of businesses (31%) envisage that their premises will only be adequate for two
years or less with a further 20% indicating that their premises will only be adequate for
the next five years.
• Both micro (21%) and small (30%) businesses report that the size of their current
premises is restricting their operation.
• 55% of small businesses are looking to expand their business compared to 39% of
micro businesses.
• 54% of office based businesses anticipate that their premises will no longer suffice in
five years’ time.
• Of those who are looking to expand their business, two-thirds (64%) require new
premises, with half of these (32%) also requiring additional land to expand.
• Of those who have plans to move or expand their business, one of the most frequently
mentioned areas to locate is Ashbourne.
There is therefore considered to be a compelling case to secure the completion of
employment floorspace at the earliest possible opportunity, both to safeguard existing
businesses in the Derbyshire Dales but to also create new employment opportunities.
Issue
3.

Other Housing Allocations
Are the sites deliverable in the timescales envisaged by the SHELAA having regard to
constraints, infrastructure and viability?

Response
3.

The NPPF’s definition of a deliverable site is one which is suitable now, available for
development now and achievable. The Planning Practice Guidance outlines the
considerations to be applied in determining whether a site is to be considered suitable,
available and achievable (Paragraph: 023 Reference ID: 3-023-20140306).
The Strategic Housing and Employment Land Availability Assessment (CD25) outlines the
approach taken to the identification of sites and includes consideration of delivery issues
based upon engagement with developers and landowners. The SHELAA assessed in detail
(CD26), all of the housing sites allocated in the Derbyshire Dales Pre-Submission Local
Plan. Whilst individual sites have different infrastructure requirements and varying degrees
of constraint, none of these are considered to be insurmountable as evidenced by the
individual site assessments that have been undertaken. Further evidence is also presented
in CD19 and CD20.
The viability evidence base (CD19) tested a wide range of development typologies based
on research of the actual sites which are anticipated to come forward through the
SHELAA. The evidence base included both area wide and site specific viability modelling
which tested residential development sites on a broad range of size, housing mix and
density.
Within the area wide viability modelling (CD19), an allowance of £1,000 per unit was made
for Section 106 costs for each residential development scheme. Abnormal development
costs have also been accounted for in the viability evidence base through setting
appropriate land value benchmarks and including abnormal costs in the site specific

viability modelling. Additional “viability cushions” are also included in the viability evidence
base such as 20% developers’ profit on all market units and a contingency allowance on
construction costs which means that there is adequate provision to ensure that
infrastructure requirements do not adversely impact on the development viability.
The District Council has continued to regularly update the SHELAA information by
supplementing it with discussions undertaken through pre-application meetings, meetings
with key infrastructure providers, further analysis of technical documents received through
agencies and progress in terms of planning applications received.
The District Council is satisfied that all of the allocated sites in Ashbourne are deliverable
and this is evidenced by Statements of Common Ground attached at Appendix 1 for
allocations HC2(a), HC2(b), HC2(c) and HC2(d).
Issue
4.

Settlement Boundaries
Is the settlement boundary for Ashbourne justified?

Response
4.

Settlement development boundaries are intended to reflect the extent of the settlement’s
existing or proposed built-up area and are used to direct the application of policies within
the Local Plan. The criteria applied for the definition of the settlement boundaries is set out
at SD01 (Paragraph 4.23).
It is considered that the settlement boundary defined for Ashbourne in the Local Plan is
justified.

Issue
5.

Infrastructure
Will the infrastructure to support the scale of development proposed be provided in the
right place and at the right time, particularly that relating to the highway network in
Ashbourne?

Response
5.

The District Council has undertaken a supplementary update of the Infrastructure Delivery
Plan (CD20). The updated evidence indicates that transport and education infrastructure
will form the majority of the “essential” projects required to support future growth.
In regard to transport, the Transport Evidence Base Report (CD35) evaluated the likely
traffic impacts arising from predicted development across the Derbyshire Dales in the plan
period. Derbyshire County Council in their capacity as Local Highway Authority jointly
commissioned this evidence base and has had regard to it in their response to the Presubmission Draft Local Plan. The County Council responded under Matter 9 (Documents
M9/2 and M9/2a).
The junction of Sturston Road and Derby Road in Ashbourne is an acknowledged
constraint. During peak periods, westbound traffic on Sturston Road waiting to enter the
junction forms long queues which have a negative effect on the flow of traffic through
junctions extending all the way back into the centre of Ashbourne.

The planned housing developments around Ashbourne will significantly increase the traffic
flows at these junctions, particularly travelling west on Sturston Road into the junction with
Derby Road which inevitably will add to congestion on Sturston Road, resulting in a
potentially significant increase in traffic movement through the junction by 2030.
Furthermore, the existence of listed buildings near the Sturston Road / Derby Road
junction limits the options available for improving the nature and layout of that intersection.
Possible changes that could be made to improve the capacity, operation and efficiency of
the Sturston Road / Derby Road junction for the future have been considered. Capacity
assessment has indicated that existing junction capacity is insufficient to accommodate the
larger traffic flows envisaged for 2030. After considering different methods for making
improvements, a version of the Sturston Road / Derby Road junction with increased
capacity has been developed. A scheme to provide capacity enhancement to the junction
albeit that would require acquisition of property/land, road widening and possibly banned
traffic turning movements demonstrated that it would greatly improve the predicted 2030
performance of the Sturston Road junctions.
However, the improved scheme of traffic signal control would not provide a positive
practical reserve capacity for either the morning or evening peak periods in 2030 and
congestion could still occur at those times. However, any queuing would be on a smaller
scale with the suggested traffic signal control scheme and layout. The demolition of
numerous buildings, some of which are currently in use, would be required.
Whilst the scale of development in the Derbyshire Dales will have consequences,
mitigating interventions (both physical and in terms of traffic management) will help limit
although not eradicate completely, the effects of additional traffic.
In regard to education, further housing development will result in the need for provision of
additional primary school places at Hill Top Infant and Nursery School and Parkside
Community Junior School. In this regard, the strategic allocations for Ashbourne (Policies
DS1 and DS8) specifically require developer contributions towards the provision of
education services. Other contributions will be sought from Policy HC2 allocations as
required in accordance with Policy S11. Queen Elizabeth’s Grammar School is the
designated normal area secondary school and is projected to have a small amount of
surplus capacity. However, contributions towards further education provision will be
required to mitigate the cumulative impact of housing development proposed.
In regard to health care provision, South Derbyshire CCG (SDCCG) have confirmed
(Document SD07 – Appendix 2, Document 62) that the District Council’s understanding of
their current situation as outlined in the Duty to Co-Operate Statement (Document SD07 –
Appendix 2, Document 25) is correct. SDCCG intend to work with practices to develop a
cohesive plan for future provision and in this regard, the CCG is currently in the process of
producing its Strategic Estates Strategy which will set out the need for future facilities in
detail. The production of these strategies is expected to coincide with the timescale for the
implementation of a Derbyshire Dales CIL.

APPENDIX 1

POLICY HC2 STATEMENTS OF COMMON GROUND
Reference
HC2(a)
HC2(b)
HC2(c)
HC2(d)

Location
Land at Lathkill Drive
Former Mirage Hotel, Derby Road
Land at Ashbourne Airfield
Land off Cavendish Drive

Settlement
Ashbourne
Ashbourne
Ashbourne
Ashbourne
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